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I have a problem. So apparently my differential came out and the transmission of the flid runs from the side. And my fiance says it's a cv axis seal.... So help me figure out the problem... I have a 5-speed offspring tC 2006. And my car was able to drive up the ramp to tow my car. Is the liquid red? Or is it a thick black lubricant? Did you find
the hole? Where's the hole? Does it look like something smashed into it, or is it a perfectly circular, pre-cut hole? If something crashed into it, you may have driven on something very difficult... and at some substantial speed. From what I read in your description in PM, I immediately thought of the axis of printing as Renee mentioned. When
I made my ale, I examined the seals to make sure they were not overly worn or torn in any way. If the hole you saw in the actual transmission case, then yes, a new transmission will be needed. Can you take some pictures while he's on the elevator at the store, maybe? I believe it will fit because the engine block hasn't changed. Yes,
trance should be the same for both. Now, it's to see through the hole..... any idea how this could have happened? Do you seem to have passed something? axis popped up perhaps. happened to me before. Scion tCOverviewManufacturerToyotaProduction2004-2016Model years2005-2016AsembliYApan: Toyota, Aichi (Tsutsumi factory) compact car Type and chassisClassCompact carBody3-door hatchback coupeLayoutFront-engine, front-wheel drive The Scion tC - compact car manufactured by Toyota under the brand Name Scion from 2004 to 2016 for two generations: ANT10 (2004-2010) and AGT20 (2010-2016). Both generations were built in Japan. TC was
introduced first in the United States in 2005 and then, starting with the second generation in 2010, in Canada as well. TC was Scion's bestseller, accounting for almost 40% of Scion's total sales. The name tC means tourist coupe. Beginning in 2011, tC was sold as Toyota Selas in the Middle East, China and South America, as well as the
name derived from zelante, Italian - passionate or jealous. First Generation (AT10; 2004-2010) First Generation (AT10)ReviewProduction2004-2010Model Years2005-2010DesignerShunsaku Kodama and with Tamia Platform yota MCSBoundToy Avensis (T250)PowertrainEngine2.4 L 2Az-FE I4Transmission5-speed E350 mechanical4speed U241E automaticDimensionsWheelbase2700 mm (700 mm106.3 in)Length4,420 mm (174.0 in)Width1,755 mm (69.1 in)Height1,415 mm (55.7 in) Curb weight1,318 kg (2,905 lbs) (manual)1,350 kg (2,970 lbs) (automatic) Scion TC Toyota debuted production TS in January 2004 NAIAS with sales starting in August 2004 in the 2005
model year. TC is Celica's spiritual successor in order to appeal to the Millennial market. Toyota hoped to do by making the standard features numerous and The features are extremely easy to add as well as give the car a sporty flair. The Scion tC shares its chassis with Avensis and uses the macPherson front and dual rear suspension.
Its low price (basic MSRP of US$17,670 for the 2009 model with manual transmission) is one of the main features as well as the pure monospec style of pricing marketing that Toyota has adopted. This generation was not sold in Canada. Standard equipment included power windows, cruise control, air conditioning, keyless input, mirror
turn lights, four-wheeled anti-block disc brakes, a 160-watt Pioneer sound system with a CD player, 17-inch alloy wheels and a panoramic hatch. TC received a minor facelift in the 2007 model year, which included a revised grille and new head and taillights. The bare bones version of the Scion TC known as spec package was offered
without many standard accessories. The Scion tC Spec Package replaces 17-inch (430 mm) alloy wheels with 16-inch (410 mm) steel wheels and seven spoke wheel covers. The glass roof is fixed in place, and the steering wheel is made of urethane instead of wrapped leather and has no stereo control; Cruise control is also not offered
and many other minor internal and external changes. This model, which is designed to serve as a blank slate in the tuner market, was offered in only four colors: Super White, Flint Mika, Black Sand Pearl and Classic Silver Metallic. MSRP was $1400 less than the standard model. The special package was discontinued in the 2009 model
year. The model became Scion's bestseller, reaching more than 79,125 units sold in 2006, but car sales quickly declined by 2010, only moving 15,204 units. The second generation was released in the 2011 model year. The car and driver praised the 2005 tC for its accessory list but criticized its low stock in the back seat and limited cargo
room. Technical engine: 2.4 L Dual Overhead Cam (DOHC) 16-valve 4-cylinder with VVT-i, compression ratio 9.6:1 for models 2005/06 and 9.8:1 for 2007-2010. Water displacement: 2362 cm Power: 161 hp (120 kW) - 6000 rpm (2007) / 160 hp. (119 kW) - 5700 rpm (2005-2005-2005-2005 06MY) Torque: 162 lb⋅ft (220 N⋅ M) - 4000 rpm
(2007MY) / 163 pounds⋅ sterling (221 N⋅m) 4000 rpm (2005-06MY) 200 hp. (149 kW) / 185 lb⋅ft (251 N⋅mm) with TRD Supercharger Transmission: Standard 5-speed manual transmission or optional 4-speed automatic Electronic-controlled gearbox (2008-2010 automatic gearboxes labeled as 4 sequential transmission speeds in Scion
brochure) Curb weight: 2,970 pounds (1,347 kg) (automatic); 2905 lbs (1318 kg) Fuel tank: 14.5 U.S. Gal (55 litres; 12 imp gal) EPA ratings for manual transmission: 20 mpg-U.S. (12 L/100 km; 24 mpg-imp) city/27 mpg-U.S. (8.7 L/100 km; 32 mpg-im) hwy (2007); 19 mpg-u-U.S. gallon-U.S. 23 mpg) city / 27 mpg-U.S. (8.7 l/100 km; 32
mpg-imp) hwy (2005/06) EPA ratings for automatic transmission: 21 mpg-U.S. (11 L/100 km; 25 mpg-imp) city/29 mpg-U.S. (8.1 L/100 km; 35 mpg-imp) hwy (2007-MY); 20 mpg-U.S. (12 L/100 km; 24 mpg-im) city/27 mpg-U.S. (8.7 l/100 km; 32 mpg-im) hwy (2005/06) Performance 0-60 mph 7.4 sec. 1/4 mile (400 m) 15.6 s and 89.9 mph
(144.7 km/h) Test Ratings (2006) - Frontal Crash Test - Driver: Frontal Crash Test - Passenger: Side Impact Rating - Side Impact Rating - Rear: Rollover Rating: Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) gave Scion tC an acceptable overall score in both frontal bias and side crash tests. All Scion tCs are standard with 4-wheel drive
brakes with anti-blocks. For the 2008 models, the standard side airbags on the side seats, the front and rear side curtains are standard, as well as the driver's knee airbag. A classification of front passengers has also been added, allowing two-year-old airbag control depending on the passenger's weight. The car stability control was not
initially offered until 2011, when Toyota began deploying Electronic Stability Control (ESC) and Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) in all of its vehicle brands, including The Scion, sold in North America. Second Generation (AT20; 2010-2016) Second Generation (AT20)ReviewTacto called Toyota Zelas (Central America, China, Middle East,
Africa, South America)Production2010 - August 2016-2-Model Years2011-2016Boy and chassisPlatformToyota platform New MCSentOta Avensis (T270)PowerEngtrain. 5 L 2AR-FE I4Transmission6-speed mechanical6-speed automatic D760EDimensionsWheelbase2,700 mm (106.3 inches)Length4,420 mm (174 0 in) Width1,796 mm
(70.7 inches) Height1,420 mm (174 0 in)Width1,796 mm (70.7 inches) Height1,796 mm (70.7 inches) Height1,796 mm (70.7 inches) Height1,796 mm (70.7 inches) Height1,796 mm (70.7 inches) Height1,420 mm (174 0 in)Width1,796 mm (70.7 inches) Height1,796 mm (70.7 inches) Height1,796 mm (70.7 inches) Height1,796 mm (70.7
inches) Height1 The 415 mm (55.7-inch) Curb weight is 1,402 kg (3,090 lbs) (manual)1,433 kg (3,160 lb) (automatic) Scion tC Replacement Model debuted in April 2010 at the New York Motor Show, and appeared in U.S. dealerships in October 2010. He got hit by the performance; With the new engine carried by Toyota Camry is a
2.5⋅liter engine I4 2AR-FE produced 180 hp (130 kW) and 174 lb⋅ft (236 N⋅m). As in the first generation, the chassis remained a variant of the Toyota Avensis, a model using the chassis of the third generation. Visually, the second generation is a toned-down version of the Scion fuse concept, featuring a similar rear quarter-panel window
line concept, but with xB-style darkened-out-pillars. The headlights, taillights and grille got a makeover to make the car seem more muscular and It continued to receive very high safety ratings, all roof glass, roomy interior, and hatchback design. Other changes included a wider track, standard 18-inch (460 mm) wheels, large brake discs,
discs, engine, six-shock gearbox and electric steering system. The Scion tC now comes in standard with car stability control. The TRD supercharger was originally offered for the car as well as a special FiveAxis body kit, but both have since been discontinued. TC has remained popular in the tuner market, with many aftermarket
performance updates still available. This model is available in the forza Motorsport 5 video game with a body kit. Toyota zelas Toyota zelas At the Auto Show in Abu Dhabi in 2010, the Scion TC was presented for sale in the Middle East under the toyota zelas sign, with an aggressive body kit not placed on the TC Scion. 2014-2016 Scion
tC Original sales of second-generation tC fell short of expectations, and to coincide with the launch of the Scion FR-S, tC received a facelift for the 2014 model year. Inspired by the FR-S design, the 2014 tC received updated headlights, grille, LED taillights, 18-inch alloy rim, body kit, sports suspension, redesigned faster gear
transmissions, sports beats, and a new standard touchscreen audio system. In its first model year, Scion offered the anniversary edition of the 10th series for the brand's tenth anniversary, limited to 3,500 units. It included a new silver color, silver seat belts, a solar-powered illuminated shift handle, an LED Scion locator badge that lights
up when the car is unlocked, and a consistently-trained internal badge. For the 2016 model year, tC received some minor changes such as a standard rear windshield wiper, new silver interior door handles, center console tray cover, and leather shift handle, the latter of which had previously been an additional upgrade. TC ceased
production in August 2016 after the final release as part of a gradual abandonment of the Scion brand. At 29, the tC sports coupe had the lowest average age buyer in the industry according to Toyota. [2] Specifications Model Engine Power@rpm Torque@rpm Transmission 0-60 mph (0-97 km/h) 1/4 mile EPA fuel economy ratings Weight
Fuel tank Tire size Scion tC[26] 2.5 L 2AR-FE I4 (gasoline) 180 hp (134 kW) @ 6000 rpm 173 lb⋅ft (235 N⋅m) @ 4100 rpm 6-speed manual transmission 6.5s[27] 15.1s @ 92.4 mph[27] 23 mpg-US (10 L/100 km; 28 mpg-imp) city / 31 mpg-US (7.6 L/100 km; 37 mpg-imp) hwy 3,060 lb (1,388 kg) -3,093 lb (1,403 kg) 14.5 US gal (55 L; 12
imp gal) 225/45R18 6-speed automatic transmission with manual shift mode 7.4s[28] 15.8s @ 88 mph[28] 3,102 lb (1,407 kg) - 3,160 lb (1,433 kg) Toyota Zelas[29] 178 hp (133 kW) @ 6000 rpm 172 lb⋅ft (233 N⋅m) @ 4100 rpm 3,086 lb (1,400 kg) -3,142 lb (1,425 kg) 215/50R17 Safety NHTSA crash test ratings (2011)[30] Frontal Impact
- Driver : Frontal impact - Passenger: Sideways - Driver: Side impact - Rear Rear Side Pole - Driver: Rollover Rating - IIHS Scores 31 Moderate overlap frontal offset Good Small overlapping frontal offset Acceptable 32 Side impact Good roof strength Good Toyota Racing Development (TRD) Like many other Toyota/Lexus/Scion models,
there are many upgrades available through the in-house tuning store Toyota Racing Development (TRD). Currently, TRD produces performance parts such as reduced springs and racing racks, full coil suspension systems, performance brake kits, rear wiggle panels, front rack tower bars, limited sliding differentials, upgraded clutch, axis
back exhaust and cold air intakes for Scion TC. Other cosmetic accessories such as TRD branded valve covers and oil caps are also offered. TRD also offered a supercharger, which is a rebadged Vortech supercharger that is capable of stewing 20 psi (1.4 bar), although when installed by the dealership and under warranty it is installed
at 6 psi (0.4 bar). Beginning in 2008, Scion began making supercharger with unauthorized pulleys. Since mid-2009, TRD has ceased production of superchargers for TC Scion. The 2005 Scion tC RS 1.0 Scion series used a simplified net price sales model that avoided traditional factory options in favor of fixed prices for basic vehicles and
customer customization with dealer-installed accessories; Thus, tC was offered in one standard finish, with external colors and a choice of gearbox, usually the only factory options. However, some limited-edition limited editions with additional factory equipment and exclusive colors have been offered. Beginning in the late spring of 2004,
Scion launched the Release Series (RS) line, a limited number of their current cars pre-packaged with customized forebuys, exclusive accessories and other special features. Their outer colors were bright shades (i.e. orange, yellow, red, blue, green). 2005 tC RS 1.0 is only available in Absolutely Red with 2,500 units produced 2006 tC
RS 2.0, Available only in Blue Blitz Mica with 2600 units produced Production Units 2008 tC RS 4.0 available only in Galactic Grey Mika with 2300 units produced in 2009 tC RS 5.0 available only in Black Gloss with 2000 units, Produced in 2010 tC RS 6.0 available only in Speedway Blue with 1100 units produced 2012 tC RS 7.0
available only in high voltage yellow with 2200 units produced series tC 10th Anniversary Available only in Silver Ignition with 3500 units, Produced in 2015 tC RS 9.0, available only in two tones Magma Orange and Gloss Black with 2000 units produced by tC immediately the most popular Scion model, which is almost half of the sales in
peak years from 2005 to 2007 before being eclipsed by the redesigned xB in 2008. With the second generation model, Scion hoped to sell between 40,000 and 60,000 units a year once the economy recovered, but actual sales fell short of that; Analysts believe the sales were cannibalized by similar FR-S. Despite the decline, tC regained
and maintained a sales lead in the Scion line in 2011; It was ultimately scion's all-time bestseller, accounting for nearly 40% of Scion's total sales from 2004 to 2015, the brand's last full year before joining Toyota. U.S. sales for 2004 28,062, 2005, 74,415 2006 79 125.48 2007 63 852 2008 40,980 (49) 2009 17 998 x 15 2010 2011 22,433
52 x 2012. 22,666 x 2013 19,094 x 2014 17,947 x 2015 16,459 9,336 th 2011 The '6 '56' Motorsports Scion tC car competition With the demise of the Toyota Celica, the Scion TC was used for the Toyota Pro/Celebrity race, held during the Long Beach Grand Prix from 2006 to 2012, when it was replaced by the fr-S. (quote is needed)
There are several TCs in drag racing. Kenny Tran Jotech Motorsports, Leslie Armendaris Horizon Motorsports, Christian Rado Of World Racing, and Gary White (formerly Brad Personett)Titan Motorsports. Kenny Tran was competing in the NHRA Sports Compact drag racing series hotrod class, where he won the 2007 championship.
Kenny cut his fastest run with 7.91 ET and 184 mph (296 kph) during the NHRA race at Pomona Raceway. In 2007 and 2008, Jotech Motorsports won consecutive Battle Of The Imports Pro Import titles. Leslie Armendaris's All-Motor Scion TC pushed the record setting to 9.34 and 143 mph (230 kph). Christian Rado claimed 2nd place in
the Pro FWD class in the 2008 BOTI Citizens, he also later claimed victory with the first FWD car to pass seven second mark in a quarter mile with a blistering time of 6.97 seconds. Gary White finished second in the Extreme 10.5 battle of the ADRL World Finals. (quote needed) A 2011 tC was introduced into the 2011 Formula Drift
season and is managed by Fredrik Aasbo for the Need For Speed team. The 2AR-FE 2.5-litre engine was snewed to 2.7 litres with a capacity of more than 500 hp. For the 2008 Formula Drifter, the RS'R converted the Scion tC into a rear-wheel drive. This was done by adopting the Toyota Avensis chassis (which the Scion TC is based on,
originally the AWD platform) and turned it into an RWD. The car was equipped with a tuned BEAMS 3S-GE engine. Ken Gushi has previously competed with this car. After talks with teammate Christian Rado, Ken Gushi returned to the factory engine 2Az-FE, for the 2010 Formula Drift season. Ken Gushi said: Chris Rado, my Scion
teammate who manages his famous Scion tC record break, uses the same base engine (of course, another other proved this engine to withstand the numbers up to 900hp, perhaps even more . Ken Gushi's TC is now pushing 790 hp. In the 2009/10 Formula Drift seasons, Tanner Faust competed using Rockstar, AEM and Toyo Tire, a
Scion tC-sponsored, converted to RWD built by Papadakis Racing. It was powered by the TRD (Toyota Racing Development) built V8 taken from the former TRD Busch Series NASCAR stocking. In the 2008 season, Dan Gardner and Craig Stanton rode Scion tC in the Street Tuner (ST) class. This marked Scion's world first professional
start in road racing, and the team led the race for a certain period of time in the 50 car area. In 2009, supercharged tC operated by team owner Dan Gardner was introduced to the SCCA World Challenge Touring Car 2 (TC2) class. Scott Webb drove the car to victory, bringing Scion home for their first professional win. In the 2010 SCCA
World Challenge season, Dan Gardner and Robert Stout drove a pair of supercharged Scion TCs in the Touring Car (TC) class. Robert Stout will win the 2010 Toyota Grand Prix of Long Beach, giving Scion its first ever TC class win. In 2010, DG-Spec won the Manufacturer's Championship in the World Challenge for Scion. It was the first
time any Toyota brand had ever won a prestigious championship. Since then, no Toyota brand has won. In 2011, Dan Gardner Special won the WERC Endurance Series for the second time, capping a performance with an entry at 25 o'clock Thunderhill. The team led the race by 28 laps before engine failure led the car into the pits. The
team did the impossible by doing a full motor-swap in 2 hours, and putting the car back on track with 25 minutes to go in the race, claiming the last step on the podium. In June 2012, Christian Rado used Team Need for Speed AWD Scion tC at the Palm Beach International Raceway for a lap record of 1:20.810 minutes. (quote is
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